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Pallas Lane Umbra 3
Creative Thesis Proposal
January 12th, 2022
Every civilization has its myths and legends that tell of heroes and gods. These stories reflect
human nature through the epic plots and characters that make these myths up. Growing up, I was
very fond of the stories of Greek mythology. The way the world was understood through the
eyes of the ancient Greeks fascinated me and I attached myself to certain figures within the
mythology. I found early on that I looked up to and related with the women of these myths; these
goddesses, heroines, and monsters led me on a path of exploring what it means to find power
from within while navigating my own modern world that is dominated by masculinity and
heteronormativity. I found strength in my femininity and my queerness.
My work will conceptually explore experience through the specific lens of growing up queer in
the rural South. The project will draw on themes and ideas of love, power, beauty, wisdom,
growth, and spirituality. I started developing this idea two years ago when I was trying to find
the language, both visually and emotionally, for how I was feeling in relation to the world. I was
reflecting on my experience with religion (Catholicism), my connection to the Cosmos in terms
of identity and purpose, and my struggle with holding the tension of emotion and logic. What
came about while reflecting was a long-form narrative poem titled New Myths and My Religion.
The work is a stream-of-consciousness poem that helped flesh out these thoughts and emotions
and I like to think of it as an epic poem telling my own life’s myths and legends.
I want to create a series of paintings that reference the myths from New Myths and My Religion,
exploring color, composition, and my own style. I will be exploring my own, created visual
language for these narratives in an intuitive way; beginning with color and rounding out with line
has been successful so I will be pursuing this manner more. I will paint five 24 x 36 canvases
using oil paint, acrylic paint, and objects, such as acrylic gems, acrylic mirrors, and embroidery
thread. I will also be editing and adding to New Myths and My Religion to be used as a
supplement to the visual art. I will put it together in a printed booklet format as well as for digital
download. I have already started work by creating a sketchbook where I have painted the
compositions in gouache as well as started research for the written thesis; I have started painting
scenes from existing Greek myths as a mode of thinking as well.
I am using Greek mythology as a major reference point, specifically: The Theogony by Hesiod,
The Iliad and The Odyssey by Homer, The Homeric Hymns, and The Argonautica by Apollonius
of Rhodes. In addition, I will be referencing contemporary retellings of these Greek myths, such
as the novel Circe by Madeline Miller. Some historic artists that I will be researching include
Hilma af Klint (Paintings for the Future), Sandro Botticelli (Primavera, The Birth of Venus), and
Titian (Assumption of the Virgin). Some of the contemporary artists that I will be in discussion
with include Nancy Spero (Paper Mirror) and Raqib Shaw (The Adoration (after Jan Gossaert)).
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Artist Statement
As every civilization has had its myth and legends, this project introduces a new mythology. A
world that is born of our own, shaped by the experience of growing up queer in the Appalachian
South. There is a specific exploration of love, rage, and spirituality. Inspired by Greco-Roman
mythology while also reflecting on personal experience, this body of work shares a visual,
symbolic language that is flexibly deciphered; one myth can tell many stories. Along with this
new iconography, the work strips the viewer of ease and comfort by collapsing space and forcing
the viewer to confront color at its existence. As the project progressed, an emphasis on toil in
craft reinforced that this work expresses an acutely personal investigation.
In New Myths and My Religion, I generate a story of the world I know. I am someone who was
adopted; someone who is queer; someone who was raised Catholic in the Appalachian American
South. These facets heavily influence practice. This body of work has become a visual storybook
of these experiences and emotions. As these compositions are realized, this symbolic language
for me becomes an iconography of its own. These gods, what they represent, and these symbols they may be flexibly deciphered; based on the viewer’s own lived experience, they will have
their own subjective associations with what they see. Just like classical mythology, there are so
many stories to be told, so many variations and perspectives. What story do you see? What myth
will you tell?
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Development of Ideas
April 20th, 2022
Humans crave storytelling. Every civilization had a form of interpreting their world,
which took various forms, from oral traditions to architectural motifs. Their focus was largely on
the natural world, as well as their interactions with other groups of people. We call these stories
myths. A mythology acts as a collection of cultural observations over time and space. Joseph
Campbell defined mythology as “‘other people’s religion,’ which suggests that ours must be
something else. My definition of religion, then, is ‘misunderstood mythology’ – and the
misunderstanding consists in mistaking the symbol for the reference” (Campbell 14). Myths, in
the context of ancient Greek culture, were retold for entertainment but also for instruction. Myths
should not be studied as historical fact and they also should not be discounted as mere fables;
rather, myths are “socially powerful traditional stories,” told to reinforce socio-cultural tales of
morality or mortality (Buxton 18).
As a mode of expression, mythology can be used on a more microscopic level. In New
Myths and My Religion, an acutely personal investigation took place. A world born of our own,
this new mythology emerged as I began to process experiences and emotions that have deeply
affected my interaction with the world. There is specific exploration of love, wisdom, beauty,
rage, spirituality, and our relationships with each other as well as with the Cosmos. I am
someone who was adopted; someone who is queer; someone who was raised Catholic in the
Appalachian American South. From these parts of me, an array of experiences have been both
positive and negative; they shape who I am. These facets of identity also heavily impact the
direction of exploration as they influence my life directly. The process of crafting the
compositions became a kind of religion. From the ritual of reflection to the physical painting
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component, this body of work emphasizes an important lesson: that time and work are necessary
for making impactful magic.
Growing up, an interest in the supernatural persisted; ghost-hunting, gnome-searching,
and fairy-chasing was on the agenda. In part, being a child playing out these wild adventures
makes a kind of spirit come forth from within. It requires a suspension of disbelief and, when
you go inside when the world gets dark, there are superstitions that settle. I always was drawn to
mythological stories, narratives that had substance and relevance to the human experience. I
loved Star Wars, The Hunger Games, Avatar: The Last Airbender, and Pokémon, to name a few.
These stories captured humanity and its relationship to nature in different ways, addressing the
struggles that come from existing in this world. Edith Hamilton’s Mythology: Timeless Tales of
Gods and Heroes and Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson and The Olympians series were my
introduction to classical mythology. On one hand, there was a primary source of ancient
mythology that was equally fascinating and terrifying. And on the other hand, there was a
contemporary retelling of myths that allowed for the reader to relate to the narrative by using a
modern setting and a young cast of main characters. As I grew, so did my fascination. With the
introduction of new ideas, emotions, and experiences, I turned to a world where I could find
myself. The goddess Athena, who inspires strength and wisdom, became helpful in
understanding the ideal of analysis. The goddess Aphrodite, who glitters with love and beauty,
reveals that love starts with yourself; recall the quote from RuPaul, “If you don't love yourself
how in the hell are you gonna love somebody else?” (Abrams 30). As the exploration furthered,
an academic interest having already ignited, the importance of mythology became clear – it is a
path that seeks to understand the human experience.
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There is also something to say about listening. If we approach other people in hopes of
learning from their stories, a symbiotic relationship can occur where both participants gain
understanding. In exploring my own human experience, New Myths and My Religion shares a
visual language through a cast of gods and symbols. They become an iconography on their own.
According to the Tate Museum, “an iconography is a particular range or system of types of
images used by an artist or artists to convey particular meanings” (Tate). An example of this
would be image of the dove: it represents Aphrodite in Greek mythology while also being a
symbol for the Holy Spirit in the Christian tradition. These images are used to remind us of
associations – it is semiotics. Dr. Brian Curtin states that semiotics “…is concerned with
meaning; how representation, in the broad sense (language, images, objects) generates meanings
or the processes by which we comprehend or attribute meaning” (51). Similarly, this cast of gods
and symbols are visual associations. Their manifestations are dependent on what has personally
happened, yet they can be flexibly deciphered by anyone through visual semiotics. This
malleability of meaning reflects how one myth can tell many stories while also embodying my
own. New Myths and My Religion is founded on several personal explorations into sexuality,
gender, religion, and relationships. Concentrating on several transformative experiences, the
stories that came help heal the pain from these stressful events. This pain can manifest from
external stressors as well as internal. They are thoughts and behaviors that come from within,
whether they are inherent or learned. Telling this new mythology provides a vehicle for new
understandings in identity as well as becomes an expressive language by which a story can be
told from.
Identity in relation to sexuality is a process. We build our understanding of it as we
experience more. According to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, sexuality is “the array of acts,
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expectations, narratives, pleasures, identity-formations, and knowledges…that tends to cluster
most densely around certain genital sensations but is not adequately defined by them…”
(29). Throughout this body of work, there is an emphasis on sexuality, particularly in the way
the figures are rendered. In Love, Like Spilling Blood, the god of love and color confronts the
viewer with stark sexuality (Appendix A, Fig. 1). The connection that forms between souls is
personified in the sensuous, terrifying god, Umbra (Appendix B, II). Their Renaissance-likeness
referencing Venus Genetrix, meaning Begetting Mother, a statuary form of the goddess of love in
her “foundress of the family” epithet (Britannica). Using this gestural reference of Aphrodite on
a traditionally masculine form is a call to subvert the norms: the masculine acting as feminine.
Throughout adolescence, my peers related my identity to that of womanhood. Hearing all the
time that “you act like a girl,” that “you’re too feminine to be a boy”, etc. one starts to question
what it means to be either. At the time of writing this, I am saying it is equally appropriate to say
that I am both, or neither, man and woman. I never felt comfortable in any social sphere because
there was a degree of separation based on gender ideas/ gender norms. Too girly for the guys and
not girly enough for the gals, I translated this part of my life into a divide between the divine and
the mortal. This separation between Heaven and Earth is a universal mythological theme. From
Nut and Geb in Egyptian mythology to Gaia and Ouranos in Greek tales, “…we have this
separation of Heaven and Earth, which in the beginning were one, and the original cosmic
androgyne becomes male and female” (Campbell 147). Divinity in New Myths became about true
expression – letting go of a structure and embracing the whole as it exists. Mortality, and the
group that I refer to as Mortals, represents the stagnant and repressed – those actively cut off
from the Divine. Both realms are created by an identity that exists within a heteronormative,
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patriarchal culture so there was an emphasis on resisting these power structures.
Heteronormativity refers to a set of related cultural assumptions:
•

The ‘normal’ or ‘natural’ form of attraction and relationships is one man and one woman
who:

•

o

Normally or naturally embody conventional gender roles and norms; and

o

Have sex whereby the man’s penis penetrates the woman’s vagina (PIV sex).

Other forms of sexuality and gender are less normal or natural than this (nor not normal
or natural at all)

•

Thus, people are assumed heterosexual unless proven otherwise” (Barker 84).

Under My Reign, When Your Souls Sleep speaks to the subversion of these power structures in a
couple ways (Appendix A, Fig. 3). First, as the title alludes, the reign of the gods over the
mortals where divinity has directly affected their subjects by putting them to sleep. Pallas stands
watch over the quiet Earth while the Queen of the Heavens, Porphyra, looks upwards, away from
the sleeping mortals (Appendix B, I). The common theme of dividing Heaven and Earth is
queered in New Myths by having the Heavens physically interact with Earth. This parallels the
Titanomachy in Greek mythology, a ten-year power struggle between the Titans and the
Olympian gods that shook the heavens and the earth (Giesecke 102). While the Titanomachy
tells of a generational conflict between gods, this struggle examines divinity (queerness) in
relation to mortality (heteronormativity). Second, it explores the relationship between Porphyra
(Heaven), Drakone (Earth), Umbra (Love) and Lazuli (masculinity). Heaven and Earth having a
symbiotic relationship, like witch and familiar. Traditionally, a familiar is a small animal
attendant that serves a witch (Britannica). Creating this kind of connection between two powerful
entities was important – this relationship emphasizes the natural, healthy dependence of one on
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the other, as opposed to a patriarchal bond based on ownership, such as marriage. Heaven and
Earth hold up Lazuli, who reclines, aloof, apathetic, and anonymous (Appendix B, IV). Umbra,
depicted as the visible spectrum, exists above all. Lazuli is depicted in blues, like cerulean and
Prussian, speaking to the spacious nature of the sky, as well as representing emotional
detachment. Porphyra and Lazuli remain in constant tension; their relationship became an
amalgamation of all the romantic experiences I have had. The people who I have been involved
with seem preoccupied with their masculinity to the point where they could not sustain a healthy
relationship. In Under My Reign, When Your Souls Sleep, I was exploring the relationship
between my gender and my sexuality, as well as investigating my identity in relation to my
world (Appendix A, Fig. 3). Knowing from a very young age what same-sex attraction felt like,
what made the journey difficult, upon reflection, was the lack of language or exposure to such
ideas that would allow for me to articulate what I was feeling.
As I acquired knowledge acquired, I understood the feelings that I had and I came out as
gay. Coming out is a process that does not stop. The beginning of my process stemmed from an
overwhelming amount of pressure that was put on me. Pressure came from all areas of life and
this was just not something I could hide. As Sedgwick says in her essay titled Epistemology of
the Closet, the closet “for many gay people it is still the fundamental feature of social life…”
(68). An overwhelming amount of pressure builds when you keep yourself hidden. Whether it’s
watering yourself down to avoid bigoted perceptions or if you still have the closet door shut –
darkness, in many forms, affects how we see ourselves and those like us. Symbolically, this
process parallels a birth, so Love, Like Spilling Blood also acts as a birth narrative for Umbra
(Appendix A, Fig. 1). There is a transfer of consciousness that takes place where the hidden parts
can no longer hide. This pressure, for some, results in a new kind of birth, one drenched in every
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color. Born from dark pressure, Umbra came pouring forth from a cracked moldavite jewel
buried deep in the Earth. Flowing in a shower of color, and shimmering gold with immortality,
the only darkness that remains is in their eyes. Like obsidian, their eyes are a reminder that no
matter how beautiful they may be, Love is terrifying to everyone. In the upper left corner, a
cracked moldavite crystal spews the primary colors red, yellow, and blue. Representing
transformation, moldavite is a type of silica glass found in Germany and the Czech Republic
where it was formed when a meteorite, millions of years ago, impacted the geographic location.
This stone also adorns the neck of Umbra, materially attaching them to their genesis. In Greek
mythology, the names of gods could reference an attribute of the god. For example, Aphrodite
means “the foam-risen,” referencing her birth from sea foam near the island of Cythera
(Hamilton 28). Umbra is the Latin word meaning shadow, or shade, speaking to their birth from
the darkness (Merriam-Webster, “umbra”). A shadow exists collaterally to the object
illuminated, depending on the existence of something physical, or opaque. Similarly, Umbra
exists next to us, dependent on the connections we form. I like to think of love as pouring – it
speaks to the relationship I have with it. There is a fervency, like spilling, that cannot be stopped.
It is a feeling that is overwhelming. The idea of something spilling reminds of the fast-paced,
intense emotions that come from love. Umbra speaks to the illogical, emotional aspect of the
human condition. They are what we feel. Umbra is the love we have for ourselves as well as for
others.
With birth narratives must come death narratives. Several homophobic interactions I have
experienced, ranging from verbal abuse to attempted physical assault, have changed the way I
interact with my world. These experiences leave indelible marks on the soul and the brain. One
interaction had me feeling like I had gone through a spiritual death – the hope I had for this Earth
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left, and what came was pain and rage. How Dare You Strike A God!? depicts Porphyra
lamenting the death of one of her fallen (Appendix A, Fig. 7). Atop her is Umbra, in the form of
a drakon. The word drakon, and its Latin cognate draco, were used by the ancient Greeks and
Romans who “…applied the term to large, constricting snakes” (Senter 68). In Western tradition,
snakes and dragons are associated with evil, greed, and deviance which can be traced back to the
Genesis creation narrative in the Bible. The talking serpent who tempts Eve, becomes associated
with sinfulness by questioning God’s direction. A more contemporary example would be Smaug
from The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien. Another example of a drakon in New Myths is Drakone, the
Coiling Earth (Appendix B, V). Although I understand the safety concerns that stem from
particular snakes, I don’t find any aesthetic displeasure in their form. I find them beautiful in the
way they move, but also I know people who find them repulsive on every level. New Myths
began in the form of a poem and, as I would write, there was a metaphor I kept using to describe
myself. A bright, multicolored snake became a reference for how visually/behaviorally abhorrent
I was to my surroundings. The snake would interact with someone that brings about provocation,
like being stepped on (stabbed, attacked, etc.) for existing – the assailant would rationalize their
actions with self-defense or in protection of those that could be harmed by supposed danger.
Representing the end of one moment and the start of another, How Dare You Strike A God!?
acknowledges the violence that surrounds the LGBTQ+ community (Appendix A, Fig. 7). Queer
identities have always been the target of hatred. Predators that prey on colorful, visually distinct,
(or otherwise assumed) queer individuals run rampant in the social spheres I exist in. The colors
attract those who despise it – they want to destroy it – but the gods are watching. The Queen of
the Heavens looks on at the fractured Earth. She does not hesitate to intercede on behalf of her
fallen.
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Heaven’s Right-Hand is the venomous bite about to strike (Appendix A, Fig. 5). After
years of not standing up for myself – years of turning the other cheek because saving face was
deemed more crucial – my retribution comes in the form of the god Pallas, hurtling towards
Earth like a comet. Inspired by Medea’s flight to Athens with her sun dragons and chariot, Pallas
shoots straight forward, bringing a violent red sky with them. The red sky also appears in How
Dare You Strike A God!? and Growing Pains where they serve as both spatial breaks and visual
warnings (Appendix A, Fig. 7; Fig 9). The flat field of color gives the eye something to rest on,
while the highly saturated chroma causes fatigue of the eye. Even more so, the red is acting as a
recessive space (the sky) while being an intense, advancing color (Zelanski 38). This bright red,
inspired by the eastern coral snake, stands as a signal that this creature will bite if provoked. In
the animal kingdom, bright colors can serve as a warning that an animal might be venomous or
toxic (Eckstut 177). Clothed in night, Pallas usually stands watch at the right-hand of Heaven,
protecting the Queen at all costs. But that day, Pallas scorched the Earth. This narrative
parallels the story of the great flood in the book of Genesis from the Old Testament where God
exacts a concise stroke that takes out all life on Earth except for those on Noah’s Ark (Bible 7).
Porphyra cuts off her right hand which becomes a fully formed Pallas. She sends them to Earth
to exact revenge on the mortals who have offended her fallen. Porphyra sends only for the
aggressors whereas God retaliates on the entirety of the world for the wickedness of humanity.
How Dare You Strike A God!? references the moment before Pallas is born – it is the
event that begets them (Appendix A, Fig. 7). Heaven’s Right-Hand depicts the moment after
(Appendix A, Fig. 5). From one source of Greek myth, Athena’s birth goes:
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“With Pallas Athena, that glorious goddess, my song begins,
Who is bright-eyed, rich in craft, who has an implacable heart,
The virgin revered, protectress of cities, possessor of strength,
Tritogenes. It was Craft-filled Zeus himself who gave birth
From his sacred head to her already in armour of war,
Golden, all-gleaming; every immortal was gripped with awe
At the sight. But quickly she leaped from his deathless head to stand
Before Zeus who bears the aegis, and brandished her keen-tipped spear.
At the might of the bright-eyed goddess great Olympus reeled
In a fearsome tremor, the earth all round with a dreadful scream
Rang out, and the deep was stirred in a mass of seething waves.
But the salt sea suddenly checked, and Hyperion’s splendid son
For a long-drawn moment kept still the swift hoofs of his chariot’s team,
Until from her deathless shoulders Pallas Athena took off
That armor fit for a god, and Craft-filled Zeus rejoiced.
And farewell to you, child of aegis-bearing Zeus;
But I will call to my mind both you and another song.”
Hymn 28: To Athena, The Homeric Hymns, translation by Michael Crudden
Within these two paintings, similar themes are visually referenced. The central face in How Dare
You Strike A God!? overlooks Earth, shedding a tear for the dead figure (Appendix A, Fig. 7).
Her gaze affects the fractured world as it becomes surrounded in red. It is as if a dreadful scream
has tremored the world and the earth itself “shook terribly under the might of bright-eyes…”
(Campbell 136). Much like Athena, Pallas is up in arms, becoming a frightening vision that
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balances beauty, power, and intimidation. Referencing the iconography of Medea from a marble
sarcophagus, Pallas confronts the viewer on their chariot, informing them that they are about to
strike (Zucker). In contrast, Athena seemingly lowers her armor and weapons, which speaks to
her pacification within the structure, in which Zeus “rejoices!” (Crudden 88). Pallas will not
conform to the structure. The grief that comes from these homophobic experiences are always
accompanied by negative emotions. At first, what came was shame and sadness - that I could
never be something else. But as I started accepting myself, a different emotion blossomed,
beautifully overpowering my sadness. And suddenly my newfound rage changed direction. It no
longer pointed inward.
In my process, there was emphasis on the idea of cultivation. Growing Pains is a tableau
that speaks to wisdom and the convention it serves within our lives (Appendix A, Fig. 9).
Wisdom is the intersection between experience and reflection; where growth from what you go
through actively shapes how you navigate the future. In Circe, a modern mythological retelling
by Madeline Miller, Circe speaks of wisdom in the form of her witchcraft saying, “Let me tell
you what sorcery is not: it is not divine power, which comes with a thought and a blink. It must
be made and worked, planned and searched out, dug up, dried, chopped and ground, cooked,
spoken over, and sung” (Miller 83). I believe this is true regarding our lives – experience and
investigation will be the main sources of transformation. In Joseph Campbell’s The Power of
Myth, he speaks of the hero’s journey, a path of transformation – transformation in consciousness
(Campbell). As one progresses through an experience, the wisdom gained allows for reflection
and growth but there is no certainty in the wisdom. It does not have to appear at any given
time. Within this tableau, golden fruit, emphasized by gold leaf, represent immortality along
with this idea of Paradise. Equally inspired by the Garden of Eden and the Garden of the
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Hesperides, these golden fruits are hidden deep within the mountains, away from wandering
mortal’s reaches. In this hidden orchard runs a large creek, coiling like a snake around the
mountainous terrain of the Appalachians. Ursa, the animal goddess, exists as a personification
for the mountain/forest I grew up on/ in (Appendix B, VI). And Lux, the figure in green, with a
burning halo, represents this period of reflection, and further, the setting of intention for future
actions (Appendix B, VII). Confronting problems head-on with newly acquired wisdom can
yield an impactful, active future. There is tension between holding the weight of pain and using it
to shape yourself into someone stronger. Sowing and reaping the crop which grew from so much
toil brings more than just physical nourishment. Throughout my adolescence, a quote by Ovid
resonated with me: “Be patient and tough; someday this pain will be useful to you.”
The gods of New Myths and My Religion and what they represent may be flexibly
deciphered, based on the viewer’s own lived experience. They will have their own subjective
associations with what they see, crafting a story of their own. Being able to identify with a
narrative can allow for self-exploration, and that self-exploration can also serve as a vehicle in
which understanding can be experienced on a broader scale. It matters to me that this world be
safe for all people, including the LGBTQ+ community. Social awareness is key: why do we have
these structures? Where do they come from? How has history impacted our ideas today? Do we
need these structures now or how can we broaden our minds to different understandings of the
human experience? Opening dialogue and exchanging perspectives, no matter how
uncomfortable, is crucial. Just like Greek mythology, there are so many stories to be told, so
many variations and perspectives. So, what story do you see? What myth will you tell?
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Appendix A (Created Work)

Figure 2 Process images of Love, Like Spilling
Blood

Figure 1 Love, Like Spilling Blood,
acrylic, mixed media, 30 x 40
inches

Figure 4 Process images of Under My Reign,
When Your Souls Sleep

Figure 3 Under My Reign,
When Your Souls Sleep,
acrylic, mixed media, 30 x
40 inches
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Figure 6 Process images of Heaven’s RightHand

Figure 5 Heaven’s Right-Hand,
acrylic, mixed media, 30 x 40
inches

Figure 7 How Dare You Strike A God!?,
acrylic, mixed media, 36 x 48 inches

Figure 8 Process images of How Dare You
Strike A God!?
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Figure 9 Growing Pains,
acrylic, mixed media, 36 x 48
inches

Figure 10 Process images of Growing Pains
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Appendix B
List of Divinities
I.

Porphyra – the Queen of the Heavens; she represents femininity in all its forms. She is
the Cosmos that encompasses us and includes us. She remains in constant conflict with
mortals as their actions directly impact her. From cutting off her right hand, Pallas came
to be. She is rendered in deep blues, indigos, and purples, manifesting as starry night
skies, amethyst jewels, and flowing cloaks. Her name is the Greek word porphyra which
refers to garments made with Tyrian purple dye and is the prototype for the English word
purple (Astour 349).

II.

Umbra – the Golden Light; born from immense darkness, they represent unconditional
love. It is said they are the begetter of worlds. Their nature is active, shaping and shifting
constantly. They are the visible spectrum of light, pouring color into the eyes of mortals.
They personify the human sensory nervous system, able to affect the physiology of a
being at will (vision, hearing, touch, taste, smell, and kinesthetic balance).

III.

Pallas – the Divine Warrior; they represent strength, rage, beauty, and chaos. Their
nature is reactive, pulling and pushing what is imposed. Pallas is the right-hand of the
Heavens, serving as a guard watching over both divine and mortal realms; their role as
right-hand is based in service and extension. Their pearled spear and iridescent feathered
cloak are gifts from Porphyra. I chose to represent Pallas as magenta because the color’s
existence relies on our perception. We perceive magenta because our brains cannot
register the combination of red and blue light that fire off the cones in our eyes. The mix
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of red (long wavelength) and blue (short wavelength) light should result in a green
(medium wavelength) but since our green cones are not firing, our brains create a color to
compensate magenta (Eckstut 23). Pallas comes from the Greek word pallo meaning “to
brandish (a spear)” (Atsma). The Greek goddess Athena was also referred to with the
epithet Pallas.

IV.

Lazuli – the Blue of Heaven; he represents masculinity in all its forms. Like the sky, he
his detached, spacious, and brings storms. Conventionally opposed to Drakone and
Porphyra, he remains a constant source of tension. His name comes from lapis lazuli, a
deep-blue stone from which we get the pigment ultramarine (the historically rare
precursor to today’s synthetic pigment); azure refers to lazuli, meaning the clear blue
color of the sky (heaven) (Merriam-Webster, “lazuli”).

V.

Drakone – the Coiling Earth; they represent life, cycles, and change as well as the
physical realm. The mountains and valleys make up the ridges and plates of their scales.
Having a symbiotic relationship with Porphyra, Drakone coils into themselves vibrating
energy from its muscles. Weaving between Porphyra occasionally, they love to slumber,
all wrapped up in themselves.

VI.

Ursa – the Lady of the Woods; she is the flora and fauna on Earth. Essentially the
personification of a forest, Ursa became a motherly figure in the forest’s capacity to
soothe tension, both physically and mentally. Normally taking on the form of a solitary
bear, Ursa watches over the Wood. One day, she came across an abandoned faun, the
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parents seemingly unable support their offspring. They bond and Ursa raises the faun as
her own for it is known that love transcends.

VII.

Lux – the Witch from the Mountain; they represent magic, creation, deconstruction, and
balance. Inspired by impactful figures from myth, like the goddess Circe and the witch
Medea, Lux represents the toil in craft – the wisdom gained from experience. Since their
skillset is based in craft, Lux has been associated with artists. As they are a
transformational power through creation and deconstruction cosmically, so are artists
relatively, in their own worlds. The word lux is Latin for light, which spoke to the
illumination of wisdom they embody (Merriam-Webster, “lux”).
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